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Background of RCEP
Agreement

INDIA has opted out of the
Regional Comprehensive

Economic Partnership (RCEP)
during the 3rd RCEP Summit held
on 4 November 2019 in Bangkok,
Thailand. The remaining fifteen
member-states have decided to
move forward towards signing the
agreement by the end of this year
and India may join later once ready
or continue with its regional and
bilateral agreements with ASEAN
and other RCEP members.

RCEP is a proposed Free Trade
Agreement (FTA) slated to be the
world’s largest free–trade bloc,
between the ten member-states of

Japan, India, South Korea,
Australia and New Zealand). The
trade bloc formed to create a
common market spanning sixteen
countries (Figure 1) covers nearly
47.4 per cent of global population,

RCEP & India: Regional Trade Balance and
Competitiveness

The multilateral Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) are gaining prominence in recent times
with the objective to enable lower trade barriers and seamless movement of goods and
services across national boundaries. Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
(RCEP) has been in focus given the rising economic and geo-political prominence of
ASEAN countries and the six proposed FTA partner countries in the Asia-Pacific region.
However, India has opted out of the RCEP Agreement in 2019 owing to existing bilateral
trade imbalances skewed unfavourably against India and its concerns on safeguards to its
producer oriented domestic industries providing livelihood option to a mass and vulnerable
segment. In this context, it becomes imperative to identify India’s trade patterns, its export
potential, competitiveness vis-à-vis trade partners, India’s FTA gains and losses and the
way forward.

the Association of South East Asian
Nations (ASEAN) – Indonesia,
Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Vietnam, Myanmar,
Brunei, Cambodia, Laos and its six
proposed FTA partners – China,

FIGURE 1

RCEP: REGIONAL COMPREHENSIVE ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIP

Source: Thomson Reuters.
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32.2 per cent of the global economy,
29.1 per cent of global trade and
32.5 per cent of global investment
flows in 2018. The deal found a
renewed vigour in the past three
years. Since the US withdrew from
the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)
Agreement in 2017, the Asia Pacific
bloc has been keen to expedite the
RCEP as a viable alternative for
global trade with lower trade
barriers. Further, China has been
pushing to finalize the RCEP deal
as it has been facing slowing
growth in it exports in view of the
ongoing trade war with the US and
protectionist and retaliatory
measures imposed by both the
nations on each other.

The idea of RCEP was
formulated in November 2011 at
the ASEAN summit and Joint
Declaration on the Launch of
Negotiations for the RCEP was

issued at the Phnom Penh Summit
in Cambodia in November 2012. In
order to broaden and deepen the
engagement among parties and to
enhance their participation in
economic linkages through trade
and investment related activities as
well as to contribute to minimizing
development gap among the
parties, the sixteen Economic
Ministers of countries in this region
endorsed the Guiding Principles
and Objective for Negotiating the
Regional Comprehensive Econo-
mic Partnership in August 2012.

The main objective since its
genesis was to achieve a modern,
comprehensive high-quality and
mutually beneficial economic
partnership agreement among the
ASEAN member states and its FTA
partners, which would “cover
trade in goods, trade in services,
investment, economic and

technical cooperation, intellectual
property, competition, dispute
settlement and other issues”. The
RCEP negotiations commenced in
early 2013 and these negotiations
have gone through 28 rounds of
talks and nine ministerial
conferences besides several other
meetings. The 28th round of
negotiations for RCEP at the expert
level had concluded at Da Nang,
Vietnam, held from 19-27
September 2019. In this round of
negotiations, meeting of the Trade
Negotiating Committee was held
in which senior officials
participated in negotiations
regarding market access on Trade
in Goods, Trade in Services and
Investment as well as on other
areas like Rules of Origin,
Intellectual Property and Electronic
Commerce. In the total of 25
chapters, 21 chapters had been
concluded. The crucial chapters of

FIGURE 2
EVOLUTION OF REGIONAL TRADE AGREEMENTS (RTAS) IN THE WORLD, 1948-2018

Source: World Trade Organization.
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Investment, Electronic Commerce,
Rules of Origin and Trade
Remedies were yet to be settled in
the expert round of negotiations
among the RCEP nations.
Ministerial guidance was sought
on these issues during the 9th
RCEP Inter–sessional Ministerial
Meeting which concludes at
Bangkok, Thailand held from 11–
12 October 2019. This was the last
Ministerial before the 3rd Leaders
RCEP Summit held on 4 November
2019 in Bangkok.

The conclusion of RCEP
agreement was mooted to lower
trade and non-tariff hurdles,
liberalize service trade, ease part of
regulatory hurdles in regional
trade and improve investor
protection, amongst others.

Regional Trade
Agreements (RTAs)

Regional Trade Agreements
(RTAs) have become increasingly
prevalent since the early 1990s.
RTAs cover more than half of
international trade and operate
alongside global multilateral
agreements under the World Trade
Organization (WTO). The first
eleven years (1995-2005) of the
WTO were paralleled by a tripling
of RTAs from 58 to 188 (Figure 2).
As of 2018, 455 RTAs are in force
globally. These trade agreements
are a means to promote bilateral
trade, with both parties benefiting
as a result of trade comple-
mentarities.

Regional Trade Agreements
(RTAs) today go beyond tariff cuts
in trade in goods and incorporate
various other components like
liberalization in services,
investment, etc. The first RTA of

which India became a member was
the Bangkok Agreement in 1975.
However, India has signed
majority of its FTAs in 2003-2011;
there has been a lull since then. It
is imperative to note that India has
viewed Free Trade Agreements
(FTAs) as an important tool to
enhance its trade and investment,
and signed a number of trade
agreements with various countries
or groups. In fact, India is one
among top countries in Asia with
the maximum number of FTAs
either in operation    or    under
negotiation     or proposed. During
2000-11, India signed 14
Preferential Trade Agreements
(PTAs), 10 of which were bilateral
agreements with individual
countries (which included Japan,
South Korea, Malaysia and
Singapore) and four were
p l u r i l a t e r a l / m u l t i l a t e r a l
agreements (including ASEAN).

In context of trade conflicts and
protectionist policies dominating
the narrative, multilateral Free
Trade Agreements (FTAs)
reinforce benefits from a wider
market access and enjoy
preferential or lower trade barriers.
However, India’s exports to RCEP
account for about 15 per cent of its
total exports and imports from
RCEP comprise 35 per cent of total
imports.

Regional Trade Balance of
India in Asia-Pacific

In the past decade India’s trade
policy has seen a marked shift
towards regionalism. ASEAN is
one of India’s most important
trading partners. However, before
delving into impact on specific
sectors and the tariff modalities, the

key macro takeaways from India’s
experience with respect to some
comprehensive agreements that
India has signed in the past decade
with its FTA partner nations can be
analyzed. The major FTAs that
India has signed and implemented
so far include South Asia Free
Trade Agreement (SAFTA), India-
ASEAN Comprehensive Economic
Cooperation Agreement (CECA),
India-Korea Comprehensive
Economic Partnership Agreement
(CEPA) and India-Japan CEPA.
Negotiations are underway with
Australia and New Zealand for
signing of bilateral FTAs thus not
excluding India from the Asia-
pacific trade map. However, RCEP
was meant to add China, Australia
and New Zealand as India’s free
trade partners in a single
agreement.

ASEAN is one of India’s most
important trading partners. The
CECA with ASEAN  became
effective from 1 January 2010
(Figure 3) and the bilateral trade
between the two sides has surged
from about US$43 billion in 2009-
10 to US$97 billion in 2018-19. The
bilateral trade between India and
ASEAN has also increased faster
than that of India’s overall trade
with the world, leading to an
increase in ASEAN’s share in
India’s global trade from 9.4 to 11.5
per cent. India’s imports from
ASEAN have increased at a
significantly higher rate than
Indian exports to ASEAN. Another
important point worth to be noted
is that the imports from ASEAN
grew much faster than India’s
imports from the world. The faster
growth in imports has resulted in
a significant increase in India’s
trade deficit with ASEAN from less
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than US$8 billion in 2009-10 to
about US$22 billion in 2018-19. The
share of ASEAN in India’s total
trade deficit has increased from
about 7 to 12 per cent during the
same period.

India-Korea CEPA also
became operational from 1 January
2010 (Figure 3). During 2009-10 to
2018-19, the bilateral trade between
the two countries has increased
from about US$12 billion to

US$21.5 billion and grew at a pace
more or less similar to that of
India’s trade with the world.
However, Indian imports from
Korea have surged much faster
than the exports to that country.
While India’s imports increased at
a CAGR of around 8 per cent, the
exports to Korea rose at a CAGR of
less than 4 per cent. Also, while the
imports from Korea have grown
faster than imports from the world,

the growth rate of exports to Korea
has been much slower than India’s
exports to the world. This again has
led to a considerable increase in
India’s trade deficit with Korea
from US$5 billion in 2009-10 to
US$12 billion 2018-19 and a sizable
increase in the share of Korea in
India’s overall trade deficit from 4.7
to 6.5 per cent during the same
period.

The India-Japan CEPA became
effective from 1 August 2011
(Figure 3). However, the bilateral
trade flow has not only contracted
after 2011-12 but witnessed a lot of
volatility during 2011-12 to 2018-
19. The exports to Japan have
contracted during this time period
while imports from Japan, on the
other hand, have increased but
witnessed a lot of fluctuations.

China is India’s biggest trading
partner, accounting for almost 10
per cent of overall trade. With trade
expanding between India and
China, the share of imports in total
trade (with China) increased from
66 per cent in 2000 to 85 per cent in
2017 resulting in a significant
increase in trade deficit (Figure 4).
In 2017, the trade deficit with China
was at US$76.4 billion which
reflects the skewed trade in favour
of China as it constitutes nearly 60
per cent of the total trade volume
between India & RCEP member-
states, now accounts for almost half
of its total trade deficit. Efforts to
reduce the trade deficit not only ex-
plored on increasing exports to
China but also focused on evaluating
the impact on domestic industry.

The main observations from
these bilateral trade agreements are
to be noted. Firstly, India’s trade
deficit with ASEAN, Korea and

FIGURE 3

INDIA’S IMPORT-EXPORT RATIO WITH FTA PARTNER COUNTRIES

Source: RBI Bulletin, September 2019.

FIGURE 4
INDIA’S TRADE WITH CHINA

Source: PHD Research Bureau; Trade Map Database.
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Japan has widened post-signing of
FTAs which form majority of the
RCEP. Secondly, India’s exports to
FTA countries has not
outperformed overall export

growth or exports to rest of the
world in view of the historic trade
data. Thirdly, FTAs have led to
increased imports and exports,
although the former has increased

at a faster pace and exceeded the
latter (Figure5). Fourthly, the
utilization rate of FTAs by Indian
exporters is low i.e. under 25 per
cent, among the lowest in Asia,
according to the Asian
Development Bank (ADB). As a
result, India’s trade deficit with
ASEAN nearly trebled from under
$8 billion in FY10 to $22 billion in
FY19 after the Comprehensive
Economic Cooperation Agreement
(CECA) was signed in 2010. The
trade deficits with South Korea and
Japan have expanded similarly
after India operationalized trade
agreements with them. Fifthly, the
import-export benefit is being
derived from the existing bilateral
FTAs for an India (Indian Ocean
Rim – IOR nation) and signing of
RCEP was seen to be adding no
additional value to the existing
trade patterns instead seen to wide
trade deficit given the increasing
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FIGURE 5
INDIA’S TRADE DEFICIT WITH RCEP COUNTRIES ($ bn)

Source: NITI Aayog.
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regional dominance of China in the
Asia-Pacific region.

The sector-wise impact (Figure
6) of these FTAs on India over the
last decade has not been very
encouraging. As per the UN’s
Harmonized system of product
classification, products can be
grouped into 99 chapters and
further into 21 sections like textiles,
chemicals, vegetable products,
base metals, gems & jewelry, etc
(similar to sector classification). The
analysis shows that trade balance has
worsened (deficit increased or surplus
reduced) for 13 out of 21 sectors.
Sectors where trade deficit has
worsened account for approximately
75 per cent of India’s exports to
ASEAN. Trade surplus sectors have
also shown only marginal
improvement.

Structural Bottlenecks
Impeding Competitiveness

India’s competiveness is
challenged across a spectrum of
products as seen from its imports
data. India imported electrical and
electronics worth $52 billion during
2018-19. Further, India imports $15
billion worth plastics, $9 billion
worth optical instruments, $1.8
billion worth furnishings and
mattresses, $1.3 billion worth
glassware and $650 million worth
toys of which $451 million is from
China.

Against the above, India’s
merchandise exports during 2018-
19 were $331 billion. The
Commerce Ministry had held more
than 100 stakeholder consultations,
seeking business inputs for
formulating India’s interest. These
covered a wide spectrum of the
economy – agriculture, chemicals,

petrochemicals, pharmaceuticals,
plastics, textiles, metals,
automobiles and machinery.
However, there was a lack of
domestic consensus on benefits
from the agreement especially in
the manufacturing, agriculture and
dairy sector given the past
experience of regional FTAs with
Korea, ASEAN and some other
countries. In this case, the imports
into India ended up exceeding the
exports to these countries.

The Indian producers lack the
confidence in exploiting duty- free
access to their advantage in huge
markets across the RCEP nations.
This also stems from the erosion of
India’s export competitiveness in
recent years coupled with slowing
domestic economy and stagnant
exports. The key domestic
constraints are seen to be strict
rules or origin, FDI restriction
across sectors, capital & financing
costs, labour productivity,
industrial labour    laws,    logistics
costs (16% of  GDP   in  India  vis-à-
vis   6-8%   globally), compliance
and transaction costs,
administrative delays, electricity
supply, availability of  technology,
intellectual property laws, etc
which tend to otherwise erode
competitiveness of India in the
global trade map. The Centre for
Trade Facilitation & Logistics
(CTFL), under the aegis of Indian
Institute of Foreign Trade (IIFT) is
finalizing a sector specific
‘Logistics Performance Index (LPI-
S) for estimating cost of logistics in
top nine export sectors of India. The
aim is to boost overall national and
global trade in these sectors by
helping industries of different
sectors to pinpoint critical issues in
the logistics efficiency and related

policy implications which would
smoothen the process of movement
of goods.

Concerns & Reservations
Raised by India

India stands for greater
regional integration as well as for
freer trade and adherence to a
rule-based international order. In
the last round of negotiations of
RCEP, meeting of the Trade
Negotiating Committee was held
in which key issues such as
market access on Trade in Goods,
Trade in Services and Investment
as well as on other areas like
Rules of Origin, Intellectual
Property and Electronic
Commerce were discussed in
detail. The crucial chapters of
Investment, Electronic
Commerce, Rules of Origin and
Trade Remedies were yet to be
settled before the commencement
of main RCEP Leaders Summit.

The main contentions
articulated by Indian side were
focused towards putting in place
appropriate safeguards for
protection of the domestic
industries and livelihood of the
vulnerable segment of workers,
farmers, etc. First, India wanted
to include an auto-trigger
mechanism as a shield against
sudden surge in imports from
RCEP countries in order to
protect its domestic industries. It
would have allowed India to raise
tariffs on products in instances
where imports cross a certain
threshold. However, other
countries in the RCEP were
against this proposal. Second,
India has demanded the shifting
of base year for tariff cuts from
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2014 to 2019 to protect its
domestic industry. India
maintains that in the five year
period, tariffs were increased on
several thousand products and
hence 2019 should be the year
based on which tariff cuts should
be carried out under the RCEP
FTA. Third, India has sought
stringent rules of origin which are
used as criteria to determine the
national source of a product and
mandates a minimum value
addition that needs to be
undertaken in a supply chain,
before that product is exported
from an RCEP country to India.
This was emphasized to prevent
dumping of manufactures from
China. The current provisions in
the deal reportedly do not prevent
countries from routing, through
other countries, products on which
India would maintain higher
tariffs. Fourth, India has also sought
a carve-out from a provision that
syncs its preferential duty rates to
the RCEP group. This implies that
any trade concessions obtained by
India elsewhere had to be made
available to the RCEP countries on
an MFN (most favoured nation)
basis, which was not agreeable to
India. The intention of this
provision is that in the future if any
RCEP member lowers duties for a
non RCEP nation under a trade
pact, similar benefits will also have
to be automatically offered to the
RCEP FTA countries. Fifth, the
RCEP group wants India to make
commitments to the best of its
ability on e-commerce - a sector
where data localisation norms have
become an issue for foreign
companies. Sixth, the differences
related to the investor-to-state
dispute settlement (ISDS)

mechanism along with a demand
for a better deal in services is
pending. Seventh, India’s
apprehensions on lowering and
eliminating tariffs on several
products like dairy, agricultural
produce, steel, etc. For instance, the
dairy industry was expected to face
stiff competition particularly from
Oceania i.e. Australia and New
Zealand. Currently, India’s
average bound tariff   for   dairy
products is on average 35 per cent.
The RCEP binds countries to
reduce that current level of tariffs
to zero within the next 15 years.
There is vehement demand by the
domestic dairy and agricultural
producers to be excluded from the
purview of RCEP agreement.
However, to join RCEP, India
would have to take on
commitments for tariff elimination
for nearly 90 per cent of items from
the ASEAN, Japan, South Korea
and over 74 per cent from China,
Australia and New Zealand. Eight,
RCEP member-states were not very
keen on accommodating India’s
interests in “Services” in general
and “Mode 4” interests relating to
movement of professionals, in
particular.

During the last seven years of
RCEP negotiations, many issues,
including the global economic and
trade scenarios have changed
which cannot be overlooked. It was
strongly felt by India that the
present form of the RCEP
Agreement does not fully reflect
the basic spirit and the agreed
guiding principles of RCEP. It also
does not address satisfactorily
India’s outstanding issues and
concerns. In such a situation, it was
not possible for India to join the
agreement.

Recent Developments
Japan and India held the first

‘2+2’ talks in November 2019
between the respective External
Affairs and Defence Ministers from
both the countries. Japan is pushing
India to join RCEP and is open to
the idea of addressing India’s
concerns with the deal. Further,
Japan is deliberating towards not
joining the deal in case India does
not sign the same. Japan is trying
to convince India by emphasizing
on the economic, political and
security benefits of the agreement.
Meanwhile, Japan is boosting its
ties with India across a range of
fields to balance China’s regional
dominance.

Implications for India
Post-exit

There are two sides to the
argument in regards to India
opting out of the RCEP deal for the
time being. Some economists feel
that RCEP would have been an
easier agreement for India to sign,
as compared to any potential
agreements with the US or the EU,
because its focus was on trade
liberalization. In contrast,
agreements such as the Trans-
Pacific Partnership (TPP) pose a
greater challenge, since they
require concessions over a range of
contentious non-trade issues, such
as environmental and labour
regulations, intellectual property
(IP) protection, and the operations
of State-owned enterprises. India
does not have trade agreements
with the EU or the US. This puts
India at a disadvantage by
impacting price competitiveness of
its exports. For example, Korea
enjoys zero tariffs under the US–
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Korea FTA and EU–Korea FTA
which makes it immune to the
growing threat of tariff hikes as
protectionism grows in the US and
Europe. Further, it can seek
compensation from the US if it
extends its protectionist tariffs to
their exports. India has no such
cushion. In fact, earlier this year,
US withdrew the preferential
treatment given to India under its
Generalized System of Preferences
(GSP). However, the key point here
is that can India gain
competitiveness merely by signing
FTAs? As research by ICRIER
shows that preferential tariff do not
automatically boot exports as seen
in the case of apparel exports from
India to Japan. Both the countries
had dropped tariffs on apparels to
zero after signing the FTA in 2011.
However, India’s share in the
Japanese market remains an
abysmal 0.09 per cent, while
competing economies like China,
Vietnam and Bangladesh have
cornered shares of 6.46, 1.17 and
0.34 per cent respectively.

India could have used this as
an opportunity to push through
contentious but necessary
structural reforms that would boost
competitiveness of Indian
producers in manufacturing, dairy
and agriculture sector. India
envisages becoming a $5 trillion
economy and double exports to $1
trillion by 2025 which includes
special focus on the manufacturing
sector. It may exclude India from a
huge regional market at a time
when the multilateral trading
system is weakening. Lower tariffs
may benefit the domestic industry
in linking up with the global value
chains. India needs to be better
integrated with the world economy

to benefit from global trade as
today India’s share in global
exports stands at around 1.7 per
cent. The way to achieve strong
export growth is to boost
competitiveness of Indian industry
through increasing efficiencies and
quality rather than artificial policy
incentives which are not viable in
the longer run in current era of
globalization. India has to invest in
operationally efficient and cost-
effective infrastructure including
logistics and time-bound adminis-
trative clearances and decisions
reducing compliance costs and
hurdles with initiatives like single-
window clearance systems.

Further, India would have
been more easily able to attract
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
and to also take over production in
sectors that China is now vacating
due to reasons such as increasing
labour costs, US-China trade war,
etc. However, there is a
counterpoint in regards to India
benefitting from the migration of
manufacturing from China due to
wages, etc. It is that China is
proactively shifting production
facilities, predominantly to
Vietnam, Taiwan and Thailand
who designed policies – special
zones, lower tax regimes and input
concessions – to grab the
opportunity in the global supply
chain. It is reflected in Vietnam’s
exports to India trebled from $2.3
billion in 2012-13 to over $7.2
billion in 2018-19 with electrical
and electronics constituting the
major component. On the import
side, India could have sought
exclusions of especially sensitive
sectors and a more gradual
liberalization schedule. This would
have allowed India to

simultaneously exploit greater
market integration with Asia, while
giving itself time and economic
space to adjust to the changes.

On the flip side: China
contributes to nearly half of India’s
trade deficit and signing the RCEP
would have exposed India to risk
of surging imports from China and
an even wider deficit. However,
India could have negotiated hard
for expansion of market access in
the Chinese market in areas of its
comparative strength, such as
pharmaceuticals and IT services.
As it is seen that ASEAN is
competitive vis-à-vis India for
merchandize products, while India
is more competitive in professional
services categories. Clearly, if
potential losses in the ASEAN
market on the merchandise
products were expected to be
compensated for by the gains in
services, then RCEP deal could be
mutually beneficial for India.

India’s exit of RCEP may also
affect India’s ‘Act East Policy’ and
India’s Indo-Pacific Vision. The
country has been focusing on its
North-East Region with focus on
ASEAN. It virtually entails that we
should become part of the
economic grouping in that region
by joining RCEP. However, in this
case the economic consideration
prevails over diplomatic
considerations.

Way Forward
As growth outlook remains

overcast by rising uncertainties,
RCEP is an important trade agenda
in the region, aiming towards an
open, modern, comprehensive,
inclusive, rules-based trading
system, enabling trade and
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investment environment and
mutually beneficial agreement. The
leaders recognized that trade
remains a powerful tool for income
and employment generation,

productivity and innovation
stimulation, and inclusive and
sustainable development. At the
same time, given the current global
trade paradigm, India should

carefully review existing Free
Trade Agreements (FTAs) before
negotiating new ones by analyzing
its shortcomings and bottlenecks
across it key domestic sectors.
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